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Epic
Abstract
Eighteenth-century epic is often said to have declined after Milton’s accomplishments in Paradise Lost.
Because no major eighteenth-century poets wrote sober, “original,” formal verse epics, the period is
envisioned as an emblematic instance of generic death. This chapter argues for a reappraisal. After
noting recent challenges to this understanding of the genre and the period, I propose an alternate vision
of the epic’s Restoration and eighteenth-century development. The period saw not a “decline” of epic but a
consequential shift in how the genre was understood: from a notion of epic based on Virgil (epic as a
“heroic” handbook for princes) to an understanding of epic centered on Homer (epics as lofty portraits of
primitive, distant cultures). This transition informed translations and imitations, sober-spirited poems and
mock-heroics, verse and prose pieces, and critical commentaries. Throughout the period, however, the
epic remained closely associated with meditations on British “manners.”
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CHAPTER 28

EPIC
ANNA M. FOY

THE history of the eighteenth-century English epic has long been viewed as a sad tale of
decline and dispersal. In this traditional understanding, the epic reached its pealc in John
Milton's Paradise Lost (1667). After Milton, the dignity of the formal verse epic gradually gave
way to the mischief and pleasure of the mock-heroic, which borrowed the genre's lofty style
without its lofty substance. The narrative and descriptive energies of the epic were ultimately
subsumed into the long poem and the novel, whose "rise" has come to define the age. A pri
y evidentiary consideration in this history has been the observation that, after Milton, no
onical poets ofthe long eighteenth century wrote "original" verse epics-that is, topically
ovative epics in the sober spirit of a formal verse tradition. John Dryden and Alexander
pe wrote mock-heroics, couplet translations of Virgil and Homer, and important criti
commentaries, but nothing to rival Paradise Lost. Original epics by the likes of Richard
ckmore have not stood the test of time. In the absence of such writings, and in light of the
gment that other classical genres enjoyed comparative prosperity in the period, the post
onic era has been cast as a "unique, epic depression:'1 sustained by substantial knowl
of and interest in the epic, but by no real creative energy until the Romantics infused
life into the genre at the end of the century. This has been the standard view of the sub
or some 150 years. It has long structured surveys, anthologies, and local studies of the
, and it has informed scholarship on both the novel and the mock-heroic.2
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ent years, however, the commonplace of decline has begun to show its age. Recent
ship has often resisted expansive literary-historical narratives that privilege canoni
ts at the expense of so many other writers. This change brings to light previously
Hagin, The Epic Hero and the Decline ofHeroic Poetry (Bern: Francke, 1964), p. 8.
recent survey of the commonplace's persistence, see Michael Rex, "Toe Nature of
garet Cavendish's Poems and Fancies and the Construction of a 'New' English Epic Ideology;'
Jung (ed.), Experiments in Genre in Eighteenth-Century Literature (Gent and Lebanon,
demia Press, 2011), pp. 11-32, esp. pp. 11-12.

